The ability to create complete 3D models of real world objects is an important task for various applications. In digital inspection, complete models allow users to analyze the entirety of an object. However, various difficulties arise for imagebased acquisition techniques. First, the viewpoint planning problem must be solved. Second, each of the resulting viewpoint captures must be combined with either zippering or 3D triangulation, both difficult problems. We observe that if an object is symmetric, then the object's symmetry can be exploited so that a single viewpoint capture is sufficient to generate a complete, 3D triangulated model. In our work, three problems of previous approaches to generating complete models are avoided or minimized: 1) we avoid 3D triangulation, 2) we avoid searches for geometry to extend our models, and 3) we minimize viewpoint planning to the selection of a single viewpoint. Our approach also includes algorithms to mitigate global deformations due to capture error. We demonstrate our approach by capturing, reconstructing, and completing several scenes of one or more objects and illustrating several digital inspection methods with these scenes.
Introduction
We present a method to obtain complete 3D models of real-world symmetric objects for use in digital inspection. Digital inspection provides tools for nonexperts to closely examine the details of a captured object. For example, an artist, archaeologist, or historian might wish to digitally magnify surface details, to re-Our approach to 3D model completion for digital inspection consists of four steps ( Figure 1 ). First, from a single viewpoint, we capture a detailed fragment of an object. Second, we manually select the object's symmetry class -we support three common symmetry classes: bilateral symmetry, rotational symmetry, and surface-of-revolution symmetry -and automatically discover the relevant symmetric features. Third, symmetric geometry fragments are replicated and merged with our custom zippering process to construct a complete model. Then, under user control, we assume the object to be either solid or hollow and either close the mesh or add an inset to create a plausible interior surface for the model. Finally, we interactively generate digital inspection illustrations of the completed models using techniques similar to [1, 19] . Our approach is fully automated aside from choosing an object's symmetry class and the closing style of the resulting model. We have applied our method to capture individual models ranging up to 900k triangles and multi-object scenes ranging up to 4.1 million triangles, and the resulting models have an average sampling resolution of 0.35mm.
Our contributions are twofold. First, we present robust symmetry algorithms for our three types of supported symmetry capable of identifying the global symmetry of a model from a fragment of it. Second, we describe a method for producing complete models of the objects from a single viewpoint, including a zippering procedure capable of adapting to irregularities between fragments. We also describe techniques to better improve the quality of symmetry detection as well as mesh zippering where appropriate.
Related Work
Our work spans research in acquisition and modeling, symmetry detection, and visualization and rendering. We summarize the relevant research below.
Acquisition and Modeling
Various techniques exist to acquire high-resolution 3D models using image sequences, lasers, or structured light (e.g., [2, 10, 17, 22] ). The motion of an object can also be tracked (e.g., across video frames [11] or by hand [20] ) to generate a model, where tracked captures represent viewpoints observing the object [11] . These approaches obtain complete models by increasing the number of capture viewpoints. However, the viewpoint planning problem to decide where to acquire additional data remains a difficult and open problem.
Several techniques have been proposed to complete or expand 3D models from fragments. A priori databases of shapes can provide geometric priors for filling in the holes of a model or for synthesizing new models (e.g., [7, 14, 24] ).
Searching for a suitable patch in the model itself has also been proposed (e.g., [25] ). Symmetry removes the need to search for suitable geometry.
Combining separately acquired mesh fragments traditionally requires an alignment process (e.g., ICP [4, 8, 21] or 4PCS [6] ) and zippering [29] . Warping functions (e.g., [14] ) and Poisson-based gradient field manipulation (e.g., [30] ) have also been proposed in order to alter mesh fragments to fit seamlessly.
Symmetrization [13] enforces symmetry in meshes, but the result may incorrectly warp the geometry. Enforcing symmetry during acquisition has also been explored (e.g., for bilateral symmetry [31] ). While this would help alleviate capture errors, we opt to alter the mesh's geometry after acquisition. Combining symmetric fragments is unique in that the fragments are already reasonably aligned and shaped. Thus, our zippering process avoids an alignment process, and only a small amount of mesh warping and interpolation is needed.
Symmetry Detection
Our method requires detecting the global symmetry of an object from a fragment of it. Methods identifying symmetry only in the capture geometry (e.g., [12, 16, 26] ) are inadequate since they do not consider the symmetry beyond the capture borders. Voting based techniques (e.g., [12, 16] ) may detect an object's global symmetry, but depending on the amount of global symmetry evident in the capture, local symmetries may be more strongly identified. With our capture fragments, we avoid incorrect classifications from ambiguous configurations (e.g., two captured faces of a rotationally symmetric object may exhibit bilateral symmetry; a surface-of-revolution fragment inevitably exhibits rotational and bilateral symmetry) by letting the user select the symmetry class with a simple interactive selection. Instead, we focus on obtaining plausible, complete models.
A variety of shape-fitting and shape-classification methods have been proposed to detect symmetry from fragments (e.g., fitting point sets to cylindrical, surface-of-revolution, or helical symmetry [18] or computing curve skeletons [9, 27] ). We instead use optimizations to find the necessary symmetric information.
Thrun and Wegbreit [28] generate complete point models from a partial capture, but these points would have to be cleaned-up prior to 3D triangulation. Our approach is capable of generating a complete model without 3D triangulation and without requiring a densely sampled object. Pauly et al. [15] introduced a scheme to identify structural regularity in objects. However, their approach relies on a sufficient amount of repetition for robust structure detection. Our method generally requires minimal symmetric repetition.
Visualization and Rendering
Several works have developed visualization and rendering methods that support digital inspection. These methods enhance the visualization of scientific and historically-important objects by exploiting photorealistic and nonphotorealistic rendering strategies (e.g., [19] ). However, these methods assume a priori captured 3D models and therefore are limited to the quality and completeness of the provided models. Our work provides complete 3D models of symmetric objects for such methods as well as other uses.
Method Overview
Our method acquires, completes, and digitally inspects single and multiobject scenes. Figure 2 shows a pipeline for our method. We use a self-calibrating structured-light method (similar to [2] ) with one (static) camera for the single viewpoint capture. Then, the captured object points are triangulated using 2D Delaunay triangulation and placed into a kd-tree. Finally, interactive digital inspection is enabled for any of our captured objects using several visualization and rendering algorithms.
Symmetry Detection
The goal of our symmetry detection algorithms is to identify the overall symmetric patterns of an object using only a fraction of the object as input. For each of our three supported symmetry classes, we derive an error function to measure the difference from the expected point locations to the actual points captured without needing an a priori correspondence of symmetric points. We use an implementation of Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least squares to find the optimal symmetry parameters. Our symmetry detection algorithms are designed as nonlinear least squares optimizations robust to outlier points not following the expected symmetry. Without loss of generality, we assume the objects to be roughly vertical; if not, the model can be rotated prior to computation. This assumption simplifies the equations in the following sections but does not prevent the completion of objects without a vertical symmetry axis or plane. For efficiency, all point searching is done in pre-constructed kd-trees.
Viewpoint Selection
The viewpoint used for the initial capture should generally observe as much of the objects' surfaces as possible. For any scene, selecting a single viewpoint is simpler than viewpoint planning, and we assume an appropriate viewpoint exists.
In scenarios with inadequate observed symmetry, manual intervention is required to select initial guesses for our optimizations.
For objects exhibiting bilateral symmetry, a suitable viewpoint is one in which the expected symmetry plane is neither parallel nor perpendicular to the viewing direction, and geometry on both sides of the symmetry plane is reasonably observable in the initial capture.
For objects with rotational symmetry, we select a viewpoint such that the initial capture contains more than one and ideally two or more exemplar instances. Depending on , a different amount of angular coverage of the object is required (e.g., 3, requires seeing 240° of the object; if 6, only 120°
of the object is needed). Thus, as increases, the object's angular span requirement decreases, making models with high repetition simpler to complete.
Symmetry detection for a surface-of-revolution requires only a sliver of the object in the initial capture. Theoretically, three point samples are adequate to define a point on each profile curve. In practice, accuracy improves with considerably more points to minimize the effect of noise and global deformations.
We assume the selected viewpoint can observe the surface-of-revolution for any (or height) value; else, the profile curve will be estimated only at some values.
Bilateral Symmetry
To detect bilateral symmetry, model points are paired with points at the corresponding reflected location across a symmetry plane (Figure 3a ). Calculation of bilateral symmetry parameters is automated and typically takes 5-10 minutes.
Given a collection of object points , we search for a symmetry plane that minimizes the sum of differences between the mirrored location of and the closest found pairing point . The equation set that encapsulates this symmetry is where , , , and are the unknowns. We pair and if is found within a distance threshold of the mirrored point. If no is found (e.g., a hole in the geometry), then is ignored. Each creates one equation for the optimization.
The initial guess is a plane perpendicular to the ground computed by varying from 0° to 180° and choosing the which yields the smallest error. In our experiments, the error was smoothly varying across , making this initial guess reasonable. Despite the vertical nature of the initial guess plane, the optimization does not limit the final symmetry plane to remain vertical.
The collection of points is defined as a subset of the captured points which adequately spans the object's captured surface. This set is made by gathering points (typically 100-200) from the top of the kd-tree. To prevent outliers in the optimization and incorrect symmetry detection, each selected
should have a point within of its mirrored location of the initial guess plane to prevent computing an incorrect symmetry plane.
Rotational Symmetry
To detect rotational symmetry, we find an exemplar that repeats times around a central axis. We alternate 2-3 times between two optimizations. First, we solve for the central axis given an exemplar estimate (Figure 3b ). Then, we warp the exemplar given a central axis estimate. Calculation of rotational symmetry is automated after the user chooses and typically takes 40-60 minutes.
Solving for the central axis uses the object points to find corresponding points (point on repeated exemplar 0 … 1) surrounding the to-beestimated central axis. Since the central axis is assumed to be roughly vertical, our method uses a two-plane parameterization for it (i.e., the direction of the axis can be expressed as two angles and at the expense of using trigonometric functions). The st-plane is placed at 0 and the uv-plane at some .
Further, s and t can be assumed zero by subtracting , , 0 from all . Thus, using a nonlinear least squares optimization, we wish to minimize the expression 
Surface-of-Revolution Symmetry
To identify surface-of-revolution symmetry, our approach partitions the model into a set of approximately horizontal slices such that the points of each slice lie on a circle centered about a central axis (Figure 3c ). In this case, the exemplar is an infinitely thin vertical slice known as a profile curve. Calculating surface-of-revolution symmetry is automated and takes 10-15 minutes.
Using a set of model points from a slice (point on slice ), the equation set to minimize is 0 4
where each slice has an unknown radius and and are two unknown 3D points defining the central axis. To remove variables in the denominator, we again use a two-plane parameterization and spherical coordinates. By setting to the origin and using spherical coordinates to represent , the formulation becomes cos sin sin sin cos 0 0 5
where the unknowns are the 's and , , , and which define a central axis through , , 0 and cos sin , sin sin , cos . The number of slices is selected to obtain more than three points but less than a few hundred points per slice to balance the number and accuracy of the 's. Each slice results in an equation for the optimization. Since we require four more equations (to solve for , , , and otherwise the system is underdetermined), we partition the four largest slices into two groups each to obtain four more equations. A small subset of each slice's points is used to initialize each , and the -center of the model is used to initialize and . The impact of outlier points is averaged away since each final value is computed using a slice of many capture points.
Model Completion
Model completion uses the initial capture of the object with its identified symmetry as input and produces a new model as output. For objects with bilateral or rotational symmetry, a model is generated by copying the exemplar appropriately, zippering the exemplars, and closing the model (for objects with rotational symmetry). Model completion takes 10-20 minutes depending on the amount of zippering required. For surfaces of revolution, the detected profile curve is sufficient to generate a synthetic model within seconds.
Exemplar Copying
The exemplar is copied with respect to the object's symmetry to complete the model. Each exemplar is extended to make an overlap region for fitting purposes prior to zippering. The overlap also helps reduce the amount of noise in the final model. For bilateral symmetry, the exemplar consists of geometry with no corresponding geometry on the opposite side of the symmetry plane, and a mirrored copy of the exemplar is appended to the model. Adjacent geometry to the exemplar is also copied to create the overlap. For objects exhibiting rotational symmetry, a angular span exemplar is replicated times around the model's central axis. The overlap between exemplars is generated by the additional angular span. In both cases, no alignment process is required since exemplars are symmetric.
While analogous exemplar copying can be used to fill in holes in the geometry (provided the symmetric geometry exists), we focus our efforts on extending the models' borders and generating complete 3D models.
Model Zippering
The model and exemplar mesh fragments are unified via our custom zippering procedure. Our zippering method, like [14] and [29] , warps the exemplars for a smooth zippered seam. This warping helps alleviate issues with minor asymmetries in the object. Thin, elongated triangles are avoided by preventing the gap from getting too large. If an elongated triangle is produced, the exemplar edge group is cut, and the remainder is processed as a new connected edge group. This assures that the triangles added have similar edge lengths to those of neighboring triangles.
Model Closing
We define two ways to close rotationally symmetric and surface-ofrevolution models: 1) we cap the top and bottom of the model, and 2) we provide volume by connecting an inset copy of the model to the original model. 
Results and Discussion
We have implemented a prototype of our method in C/C++. To project structured-light patterns and capture images, we use 1400x1050 Optoma EP910
projectors and a 10MP Canon Digital Rebel XTi camera. We applied our method to the automatic modeling and completion of several real-world objects possessing symmetry. Details of the acquired, completed, and inspected objects are in Table 1 . The average triangle edge length was computed to measure the level of detail of each of the completed models. In general, we achieved triangles with edges lengths of about 0.35mm. The surface-of-revolution models show longer edge lengths since they were synthetically generated. Nonetheless, since Our framework provides several digital inspection tools for interactively focusing on surface details as shown in Figures 1 and 8 . The inspection tools enable instant relighting, shading exaggeration, depth-based effects, object slicing, and iso-distance curves, similar to those presented in [1, 19] . Figure 5 shows the steps taken to achieve our final models for each type of symmetry. Figure 5a shows photographs of the objects, Figure 5b shows the initial captures of the objects, Figure 5c shows the discovered symmetry characteristics and exemplars, and Figure 5d shows the resulting complete models. For 'Small Vase' and 'Tall Pedestal', we build complete 3D models. For 'Buddha', we complete the left side of its face (particularly the left ear). We omit the Buddha's base during computations since its geometry is trivial. Figure 5e Figure   6d (a color map similar to that in Figure 5e is used but with a range of 0mm to 10mm). We estimate the accuracy of our acquisition system -and thus the accuracy of acquiring the complete object from multiple viewpoints -at a 2mm error range (using 1024x1024 projector pixels, 15° between object-camera and object-projector directions, and 1m object-camera distance). The wavy errorpattern of the visualization's colors is due to the acquisition method. Our model completion's average reconstruction error was 3.6mm. Thus, while our approach does not capture the completed model at the same accuracy as structured-light, its accuracy is similar. Figure 1 shows an example of our system's ability to generate complete models of a multiple object scene. We arranged five objects exhibiting rotational and surface-of-revolution symmetry and performed a single viewpoint initial capture (Figures 1a-b) . Figure 1c shows a rendering of the completed models, and Figure 1d shows the models texture-mapped (the captured scene image used for texture-mapping is given a matte-tone via image processing). Figure 1e shows our interactive digital inspection tools applied on the scene. Figure 8 shows several interactive digital inspection techniques from [1] applied to our completed models. Figure 8a shows mild to strong shading exaggeration. Figure 8b is an example of depth-based detail modulation where the details further away are greyed out. Figure 8c demonstrates a depth-based effect by slicing several objects with a plane. Figure 8d shows iso-distance lines on our three surfaces of revolution. Finally, Figure 8e shows 'Buddha' with depth-based illumination, where depth is defined as the distance from a user-oriented plane.
Limitations. Our system does have some limitations. The symmetry detection optimizations may fall into a local minima and discover the wrong plane or axis. For our objects, this rarely occurred. Automatic detection for this case is not provided but rather left to interactive feedback for suggesting new initial values. Such manual intervention does not take more than one minute.
The use of interpolation and a small amount of smoothing during zippering may cause some small details to be blurred in exchange for a smoother transition from patch to patch. Also, the effectiveness extending the transition region depends on the accuracy of the proxy geometry used. Lastly, the single viewpoint capture may contain discontinuities or holes within it. The presence of these artifacts may distort the calculation of symmetry patches. It is worth noting that our approach can also be used to complete such exemplars provided the geometry exists in other captured exemplars.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have proposed a technique for capturing and reconstructing symmetric objects from a single viewpoint yielding plausible complete models for use in digital inspection. Using an optimization-based technique, we discover and transfer the symmetries of the geometric structure and zipper together the resulting model. We do not require searches for patch geometry and are able to produce entire models from fragments. While our pipeline is not fully automatic, user intervention is limited to selecting the symmetry case and setting a few parameters. Complete 3D models enrich interactive digital inspection renderings and provide the user with a more compelling experience for analyzing the objects.
Aside from digital inspection, we expect this tool to be useful for a variety of end-users. For future work, we wish to explore the use of this system with archaeologists who often want to quickly capture and complete an object. By adding a fast feedback loop (e.g., low-resolution processing), a user can rapidly predict the reconstruction and change the viewpoint or take additional views as needed until a satisfactory object is obtained. We are also interested in supporting non-Lambertian objects -this requires enhancements to the capture process and to the ability for extracting the true (diffuse) surface albedo from captured images.
We would also like to support multiple symmetries on an object and expand our class of supported symmetries.
